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P

assionate creative with over 15 years’
experience designing effective marketing
collateral for traditional and new media
platforms in alignment with brand identity to help
increase awareness in dynamic environments.
Natural leader with demonstrated ability to
supervise and coach high performing teams
while triaging briefs and distributing tasks to staff
in order of importance. Branding expert adept
at partnering with cross-functional colleagues
to create creative online and off line media
and supporting systems within established
deadlines and budget limits. Skilled front-end
UI developer proficient at developing websites
and applications to streamline processes and
enhance productivity.

CAREER EXPERIENCE
BIBA Medical Ltd, Fulham, London

Spearhead design of all internal branding and marketing materials such as brochures,
logos, and info-graphics for events, publications, and social media in alignment with brand.
Coordinate third party email marketing campaigns from company partners by creating,
evaluating, and correcting issues with templates prior to sending to the customers. Drive
all aspects of website development, including overseeing design, hosting and database
maintenance. Steer delivery of first line technical support for team of over 30 employees
based in UK and USA and supervise updating of infrastructure while leading IT projects
and contracting service providers to ensure completion of plans within time and budget
frameworks.
■

Mange all UI and UX design across all of BIBA online content, manage brand
consistency and create new content for all areas across Print, Online and motion media.

■

Contributed to change management during COVID-19 pandemic by building and
designing website and application to run virtual event management and support hybrid
approach.

■

Streamlined and enhanced contact, sales, product, and event management processes
across all business units by developing customised MS Access front-end database
with tailored SQL based back-end platform which monitors, records, and collates
interactions.

TECHNICAL PROFICIENCIES
Software & Platforms:

Sweet and Maxwell, Thomson Reuters, London

Adobe Creative Suite (InDesign, Illustrator,
Photoshop, Adobe Animate, Dreamweaver,
Premier, After Effects, Adobe XD), Figma, Sketch
Blender, MS Office 365, PowerBi, Campaign
Monitor (E-marketing platforms), Google
Analytic, Ad manager, Tag manager, AWS
services, HTML/CSS, databases, WordPress,
CMS.

Senior Designer

Skills:
Leadership & Training, Design Management,
Website Development, Work-flow Management,
Project Management, Cross-functional
Collaboration, Database Management, Budget
Management.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts Honours Image making
and Design
University of Hertfordshire, West Herts College,
Watford, England

INTERESTS
3D Animation
Photography
Following technological trends and innovations
Music and attending concerts
Gardening
Exploring London

02/2008 – Present

Design, Web, and IT Manager

03/2005 – 02/2008

Led operations for in-house studio while supervising, evaluating, and coaching team of four
Graphic Designers. Collaborated with marketing department to design creative, effective,
and cost-effective direct marketing and point-of-sale advertising solutions in alignment with
the brand voice, values, and mission. Headed work-flow management by distributing briefs
to staff members while liaising with external agencies to inform partners of internal style
guides, deadlines, and preferred best practices.
■

 fficient resource allocation by overseeing work-flow management resulting in
E
completion of projects within the expected time-frame and budgetary confines.

■

	Implemented printing cost savings by negotiating agreements with four small scale
printing companies to create pricing matrix covering all formats at the same price
contributing efficient budget management for marketing team.

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE
Clearoff Ltd, Chertsey, Surrey

09/2003 – 02/2005

Senior Graphic Designer
Generated three design styles for use in varying advertising platforms, including print and
digital media as well as brochures and leaflets. Collaborated with two England Rugby
Supporter Clubs, RFU and ERSC.

Indigo Holidays, Egham, Surrey

12/2002 – 09/2003

Graphic Designer
Coordinated development of new functional styles for direct marketing collateral and
advertising brochures.

Aculight UK Ltd, London

04/2002 – 12/2002

Graphic Designer
Produced marketing and advertising resources for trade and lifestyle publications, including
Glamour, Cosmopolitan, and Salon Plus.

Coll Hill Spink, London

01/2002 – 03/2002

Graphic Designer
Steered website development to facilitate advertising for company properties while
generating brochure designs.

SCREEN

SCREEN

SCREEN

SCREEN

SCREEN

WEB

CXSYMPOSIUM.COM
Website for the CX Symposium events, it takes registrations displays programmes
and event information, can take payments and linked with internal databases for
customer management, designed and maintained by a mix of myself and with
occasional external developers project managed by me

BIBAEVENTS.COM
Bespoke events platform created at the end of 2020 during the COVID pandemic
when we had to pivot to virtual events and after some experiments with using off the
shelf platforms I decided to build our own platform, using JW Player as the streaming
provider and on-demand replay, AWS scalable services, MongoDB, pusher, sli.do,
and a lot of bespoke built features, allowed us to host multiple live stream channels,
on-demand library, partner channels with content from our event, with an area for
their own content such as videos documents company branding colours and logos,
delegate chat, sli.do integration, entire development and hosting which can be
used for multiple events was cheaper than cost of one event on existing service. I
project managed this with the help of our external developers in around 4-5 months

WEB

CX2021ONLINE.COM
First event run in April 2021 for 4 days of Livestreaming over 2 channels on the BIBA
Events platform, which had 1730 attendees from 76 countries, spending on average
45mins in live stream a day, with hundreds of hours viewing on-demand content, all
trackable

CXAORTIC2021.COM
Second event run in October 2021 for 3 days of Livestreaming on BIBA Events
platform, which we can can reskin for each event and select what features to
include, some improvements from the previous event were added such unterlising
MongoDB to push the usage tracking data through to handle the amount of
integrations during an event better with greater accuracy

WEB

BIBAMEDICAL.COM
The companies main website basically a quick overview of BIBA Medical services

BIBAPUBLISHING.COM
One of BIBA Medicals divisions sites, used to take and manage subscriptions of all
the newspapers digital and print, all Publishing sites are WordPress Multi sites and
are sub sites of this site allowing for quick sharing of resources and setup of new
newspapers sit

WEB

BIBAMEDTECH.COM
Another division within BIBA Medical, used for advertising market research
capabilities, delivering of reports and gathering of research participants

CARDIACRHYTHMNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to cardiac rhythm news with adverting
and tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics,
updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

WEB

CARDIOVASCULARNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to cardiovascular news with adverting
and tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics,
updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

INTERVENTIONALNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to Interventional Radiology news with
adverting and tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google
analytics, updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

WEB

IWOUNDSNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to endo wounds news with adverting
and tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics,
updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

NEURONEWSINTERNATIONAL.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to neurological news with adverting and
tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics, updated
by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

WEB

SPINALNEWSINTERNATIONAL.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to spinal news with adverting and
tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics, updated
by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

VASCULARNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to vascular news with adverting and
tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics, updated
by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

WEB

VASCULARSPECIALISTONLINE.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to vascular specialist interest (Official
newspaper of SVS) with adverting and tracking run and maintained by google ad
manager and google analytics, updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained
by myself

VENOUSNEWS.COM
BIBA Publishing site covering news related to vein specialist news with adverting
and tracking run and maintained by google ad manager and google analytics,
updated by BIBA’s editors designed and maintained by myself

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

IT
VIRTUAL EVENTS PLATFORM
As our company event we
usually hold at Olympia
London in April, was unable to
take place due to the COVID
lockdown in 2020 and 2021,
we like many companies
had to turn to running virtual
events, after running 2 events
using established platforms
reasonably successfully I felt as
a company with very specific
requirements I could build
our own platform with help
from the developer team
we had worked with before.
So by using a great team of
developers from Rishabhsoft
who used a React, Laravel, on
aws hosted environment, using
JW Player as the streaming
service, we built our own event
platform that can scale to our
needs events, for less than the
cost of using an established
event platform for just one event
with benefit of it fitting our
needs.
It was a lot of work and a little

fraught when we went live but
it performed well and was well
received with over 3500 users
over the 4 days of the virtual
event and after to watch the ondemand video library.
The platform could also
report on site usage tracking
100,000+ interactions as well
as having a notification feature
and an internal chat messaging
system, break out zoom
meeting inputs, exhibitor/

sponsors channel where they
could display video, documents
, company descriptions.
We continue to use and
develop it as our needs change
and will be looking at how
we can continue to use it as
our events return to a more
hybrid with a hopeful return to
physical events but keep the
new customer base who maybe
unable to travel or prefer to
attend virtually.

IT
DATABASE FOR CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT AND
EVENTS MANAGEMENT
Streamlining and enhancing contact, sales, product, and event management processes across all
the business units by developing a customised MS Access frontend database with a tailored SQL
based backend platform which monitors, records, and collates interactions.
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